This paper presents a moving-object segmentation algorithm using edge information as segment. The proposed method is developed to address challenges due to variations in ambient lighting and background contents. We investigated the suitability of the proposed algorithm in comparison with the traditional-intensity-based as well as edge-pixel-based detection methods. In our method, edges are extracted from video frames and are represented as segments using an efficiently designed edge class. This representation helps to obtain the geometric information of edge in the case of edge matching and moving-object segmentation; and facilitates incorporating knowledge into edge segment during background modeling and motion tracking. An efficient approach for background initialization and robust method of edge matching is presented, to effectively reduce the risk of false alarm due to illumination change and camera motion while maintaining the high sensitivity to the presence of moving object. Detected moving edges are utilized along with watershed algorithm for extracting video object plane (VOP) with more accurate boundary. Experiment results with real image sequence reflect that the proposed method is suitable for automated video surveillance applications in various monitoring systems.
INTRODUCTION
Moving object segmentation is of important research interest for widespread applications in diverse disciplines. The segmentation in automated video surveillance isolates the events of potential interest from a large volume of redundant image data, since human observers may easily be distracted from this task. Potential events are extracted by detecting motion information in the sequence. A basic motion detection algorithm takes in an image sequence as input, detects frames having significant change from the previous frames or background image and extracts the significantly changed regions [1] . Motion is subjectively an important element of the video signal as it can successfully extract VOPs in video frames. With adaptation to motion, content-based image analysis and more efficient signal processing algorithms can be designed to improve the picture quality. Motion adaptive algorithms have been successfully implemented in numerous video applications, such as standard conversion, noise reduction, Y/C separation, and video coding.
Ideally, motion is detected due to the changes resulted from appearance or disappearance of objects and movement of objects relative to the background. Stationary objects can also undergo changes in brightness or color due to illumination variation, camera motion, nonuniform attenuation, atmospheric absorption, or camera calibration error [1, 2] . However, moving object detection system should not detect these unimportant or nuisance forms of change. The challenges for existing approaches include some phenomena, like dynamic background (foreground can temporarily act as background), partial occlusion, high traffic [1, 3] . As a result, some part of the background is detected as moving object and vice versa.
Most of the information of an image lies on the boundaries among different regions [31] . Boundary of an image can be represented by a couple of edges. Extraction of edge from an image significantly reduces the amount of data and filters out useless information, while preserving the important structural properties in an image [4, 5] . In dynamic environment, edge-based methods show more robustness as compared to pixel intensity-based methods as contourbased features are less sensitive to scene illumination variation than intensity features [4, 6] . In [7] authors claim that edge location (zero crossing) rarely changes due to illumination variations and this information can be used to discriminate between motion and temporal illumination variations. Moreover, edge information is less sensitive to noises and is more consistent than the pixel values in the video sequence. However, traditional edge pixel-based moving object detection methods do not represent edge information using any data structure and thus they need visiting all the image location to access edge points [8] [9] [10] . These methods treat each edge point independently which is not convenient for matching and tracking. It is also very difficult to handle dynamic background where foreground can temporarily act like background for an arbitrary period of time.
In the proposed method, we extract the edge information from video frame and represent them as segments using an efficiently designed edge class [11] . We do not handle each edge pixel independently rather all the points belonging to a segment are considered as a unit and are processed together. Segment-based representation using edge class helps to access edge pixels fast as we do not need to access all the pixels in the image. Once represented, detection and update can be performed by using edge list, without accessing input frame. This representation helps to incorporate an efficient and flexible edge matching algorithm. During matching, decision about a complete edge segment is taken instead of an individual pixel. It reduces the occurrence of scattered edge pixels in the detection result. Figure 1 shows the relative advantages of edge segment-based matching over edge pixel-based matching. Figures 1(a) and 1(b) are two edge images having slight variations. Figure 1(c) shows the result obtained by pixelwise matching where allowable distance variation is set to 2. Figure 1(d) shows the result obtained by segment-based method with the same allowable average distance. In the case of pixel-based matching, about 20 percent edge pixels are missed.
Once we construct the edge segment from the edge pixels, we have the location and structural information of each segment. It reduces matching time significantly as we do not need to search for edge pixel in the image unlike the traditional edge pixel methods do. So our method utilizes the robustness of edge information and also facilitates to incorporate fast and flexible matching for background modeling, motion detection, and tracking. Representation of edge segment reduces the effect of noises as noises are found sparse and in a small group of points [12, 13] . These scattered pixels are simply ignored in edge extraction step. The proposed method for background modeling start with a very good initial reference that leads to overcome part of the problem caused due to the change of illumination. Reference edges are updated to adapt with the change in background scene which takes care of dynamic background. The matching method between corresponding segment of input edge and reference edge can tolerate fluctuation of camera focus or calibration error in a limited scale, thus reduces the false alarm rate significantly. Application of watershed algorithm in segmentation helps to obtain moving object with more accurate boundary.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 reports review of some recently related research works. Section 3 describes the proposed method in detail. For better illustration it is composed of several subsections. Section 4 elaborates the experimental environment and various results along with comparisons of the proposed method with some existing edge-based detection approaches. Finally, Section 5 concludes the paper.
RELATED WORKS
A lot of research effort is devoted to detect moving object with various processing steps and core algorithms. Due to its simplicity, image differencing is a popular method for motion detection. The moving object is obtained by thresholding the resultant of subtracting a current input image from the reference image. Often, the threshold is chosen empirically. Many researchers surveyed and reported experiments on many different criteria for choosing the threshold value and achieve application-specific requirements for false alarms and misses [14] . However, determination of an optimal threshold value for different conditions and applications is very difficult due to noise and variations in illumination. Statistical hypothesis test advances in this regard, where image is modeled as patches whose intensities are described by bivariate polynomials [15, 16] . For each pixel a likelihood test checks whether the intensities within a local window in each of the two images can be drawn from a single intensity distribution. In case of likelihood test threshold is replaced with a confidence or significance level [17] . This is much more stable parameter that does not need manual tuning along a sequence or for different sequences. Some researchers focus on optical flow-based approach where intensity changes are important cues for locating moving objects in time and space [7? ]. However, their relationship is not unique because temporal changes can be generated by noise or other external factors like illumination drift due to the weather change. Moreover, computational cost is very high in case of optical flowbased methods, which is not suitable for the real-time system design. However, most of the region-based algorithms, where all pixels in an image participate in detection process, suffer from high computation cost, more prone to noise and variations in illuminations. These lead many researchers to work with boundary-based detection method.
Many of the boundary-based approaches use difference in edge pixels, edge-based optical flow, level sets, and active contours for moving object detection. However, existing boundary/edge-based methods do not assimilate the information of extracted edge pixels and referred as edge pixelbased approach [8] [9] [10] 13] . So, they do not have knowledge about the structural information of edges, thus in the case of further processing they are noise prone and time consuming. In [13] , a pseudogradient-based moving edge extraction method is proposed where the difference in edge pixels between a reference image and current image is utilized to detect moving edges. Due to pairwise intensity matching, it results in scattered moving edge pixels contaminated with lots of noise pixels. The difference between consecutive images is also used to detect motion. In [8] , moving objects are detected by a combination of three frames: background, current frame (I n ), and previous frame (I n−1 ). This method is able to detect slowly moving object. But it does not use any measure for background initialization as well as to update it. For controlling flexibility of matching between two pixels, distance threshold values T still and T change are used. However, it is very much time consuming and the complexity of the algorithm is dependent on these threshold values. Pixelwise matching results scattered moving edges and may also include background edge pixel as moving edge pixel. Moreover, this method cannot handle dynamic background, that is, it cannot adapt a deposited/removed object or a parked car into the background if it does not move for long period of time.
In [9] , authors detect moving object without utilizing any background. Two edge maps are extracted from the difference image of I n−1 and I n , and difference image of I n and I n+1 . Then, the moving edges of current frame are extracted by applying logical AND on these two edge maps. This method utilizes exact matching between edge pixels between two edge maps. However, due to random noise or camera movement, position of edge pixel may slightly change in consecutive frames. So, it causes extraction of scattered moving edges. This problem is more likely to occur in the region where moving object overlaps with its previous and successive frames. In [10] , initially, a coarse moving edge representation is computed from a given frame and two equidistant frames and later nondesired edges are removed by means of a filter. Coarse moving edges are obtained from difference of edge maps where filter is obtained by extracting edges from difference image of successive frames. Due to the exact pixel matching, some moving edge pixels are missed due to noise and hence scattered edges are obtained. To solve this problem, an iterative approach is taken with varying distance images. This is time consuming and requires many successive/future frames which are not reasonable for real time detection. However, most of the existing edge pixel-based approaches suffer from contaminated noise pixels. On the other hand, individual edge pixel is not suitable for matching and tracking; and matching procedure requires higher computational cost. Moreover, it is very difficult to handle dynamic background.
We propose a new edge segment-based approach instead of traditional edge pixel-based method to resolve the aforementioned drawbacks [5, 18] . In our method, edges are extracted from video frames and represented as segments. In this approach, we do not deal an individual edge pixel independently, rather all the pixels in an edge segment are considered as a unit and they are processed together. This representation helps us to use the geometric information of edge which helps to use fast and flexible method for matching and tracking. We can also incorporate knowledge to edge segment during background modeling.
THE PROPOSED METHOD

Data structures
The proposed algorithm maintains three different edge lists: initial reference, temporary reference, and moving edge, shown in Figure 2 . Initial reference edge list is obtained by accumulating the training set of background images. Extracted edges from current image are searched in the reference edge list and similar edges are eliminated to obtain moving edge list. Initial reference edges are static and no weight value is associated with them for update. However, each segment of reference edge list contains its positional variation information. Temporary reference edge list is formed by including edge segments from moving edge list having weight value higher than the moving threshold T M . So, moving edge segments staying in a fixed position for long period of time are considered as temporary reference, also known as dynamic background. Moving edge list is formed by including the moving edges, detected in the current frame. A weight value is associated with each edge segment of the temporary reference and moving edge lists and is updated according to its availability in successive frames. So, the weight value for each edge segment reflects the stability of the edge segment in a particular location. Moving edge list also works like temporary reference edge list. Segment in moving edge list can be considered as premature state of being a member of temporary reference edge list. The maximum weight or threshold for temporary reference edge list is T R , where T R ≥ T M . An edge segment in temporary reference or moving edge lists is discarded if its weight value is zero. Figure 3 shows the overview of the class structure used in the implementation of the proposed method. The topology class is used to represent the detected edges in meaningful structure. PointType class stores the information about a pixel by holding its coordinates, gradient value, and gradient direction. EdgeSegmentType class represents a segment consisting of a list of PointType subclass and the centroid of the points belonging to the segment. Segments in the temporary reference edge list associate a weight value to reflect the stability of the segment in a particular position. Segments in the moving edge list contain the group number they belong to. VertexType class is used to store vertices which dissect edges in the points where a branch or a sharp corner exists. ConnectType class is used to maintain the connectivity between vertices and its adjacent edge segments. Extraction class extracts the edge information from input frame by using the methods of Canny class which is a subclass of CannyBase. Extracted edges are stored using EdgeListType class. EdgeListType class contains the segments and vertices information of a set of homogeneous (moving edge, initial reference edge, and temporary reference edge) edges. Manager class contains the methods to detect and segment the moving objects by making uses of extraction and topology classes. ChangeDetection class initiates the process, where ReferenceGeneration and ReferenceUpdate classes are used for background modeling. EdgeSubtraction class holds the methods for distance transformation and matching for background edge removal from current frame. Segmentation class creates region of interest (ROI) from the detected moving edges and applies watershed algorithm followed by background segment removal to segment the moving object.
Edge extraction and matching
The edge maps, Φ(I) of an input frame I, are obtained by the Canny edge detector [19] , and extracted edge information are stored to our efficiently designed edge class [11] , which helps us to access and process each of the edge segment easily. We adopt the edge detector to maximize the signal-to-noise ratio, achieve good localization, and have only one response to a single edge (edge of one pixel thickness). In the proposed system, edge pixels that are part of a ridge and exceed a minimal length are considered for forming a segment. Before extracting the segment, vertex are inserted into those points having more than two branches or belonging to a sharp corner [20] . A vertex divides a connected ridge to form more than one edge segment. The division of a connected ridge into several edge segments in branching or corner point helps to reduce the risk of extracting an edge segment which is part of both background and foreground. Matching between two edge segments is an important issue in edge segment-based object detection, recognition, or classification. As the edge segments have discrete nature and influence of noise, there will be a small deviation between extracted locations of edge points and the actual locations in continuous domain. So, it is not reasonable to employ an M. Julius Hossain et al. expensive method calculating the exact Euclidian distances between two edge segments during matching [21] . So, most of the pattern matching schemes utilize integers to represent distance. One of the widely used and popular integer approximations of Euclidian distance is chamfer 3/4 distance [22] . Nonetheless, we utilize chamfer 5/7 distance for edge segment matching. The error rate in chamfer 5/7 distance approximation is much less than chamfer 3/4 distance in small neighborhood. In the proposed method, matching between edge segments is performed with a distance transform image, D, rather than computing distance from two edge images:
where E = {e} is the edge map of an image. D provides a smooth distance measures between edge segments by allowing more variability between the edges of a template and an object of interest in the image. As we are working with real-time detection, we need to incorporate a very fast edge matching scheme. D can be obtained with a very fast algorithm and subsequently, matching can also be performed by simply counting the distance score of the corresponding pixels of edge of interest. For matching distance, transformed image, D, is generated first, where all edge pixels are initialized with zero and all the nonedge pixels with a very high value. A forward pass modifies the distance vector from left to right and top to bottom in the following way:
A backward pass updates the distance vector from right to left and bottom to top in the following way:
At this stage, D i, j represents the distance of the nearest edge pixel from position (i, j). During matching, sample edge segment is superimposed on the distance image to calculate the distance between two edge segments shown in Figure 4 show an edge image corresponding difference image for the visualization of the distance transformation. To evaluate the edge distance for matching measure, normalized root mean square average (NR) is used in our application:
where n is the number of edge points in the sample edge segment, D(v i ) is the distance value at ith edge point v i . The average is divided by 5 to compensate for the unit distance 5 in the chamfer 5/7 distance transformation. If the perfect matching happens, the distance value will be zero. During matching, we can provide some flexibility by introducing a disparity threshold up to which a matching will be considered.
Gneration of initial reference edge list
During edge extraction process, some of the prominent edges of background scene may not be extracted in a particular illumination. For this reason, if reference edge list is formed from a single background image, false alarm can be generated when these edges of background appear due to the change in illumination. So, we generate initial reference edge list from a set of training images. If background scene is free, that is, there is no moving object in it, a set of frames can be easily selected for background modeling. However, the proposed method is able to learn background model when moving objects are also present in the scene. This process is very important especially in the public area where controlling over the monitoring area is difficult or impossible. In this case training frames are obtained by combining the temporal histogram along with optical flow information [23] . The first step of this algorithm is to find the stable sequence of each pixel of the image. Stable sequence of a pixel is defined by the time interval (larger than at least l frames) for which its intensity is stable, that is, intensity varies at most δ max :
At the second stage of the algorithm the average net optical flow of each pixel for each stable sequence is computed. The corresponding likelihood of background visibility is inversely proportional to the average net flow. The stable sequence having the highest average likelihood (the lowest net flow) is chosen to generate a training background image. Other training images of background are also obtained similarly. However, in this method, each pixel in the images must reveal the background for at least a short interval of the sequence. A set of reference images are utilized to generate initial reference. Sample frames are taken one by one and its gradient magnitude is determined. The gradient magnitude is quantized to n levels and is accumulated to an accumulation array of image size. Quantization is performed based on n quantization level in the cumulative distribution function (CDF) of the gradient image. Quantization levels are selected analyzing the histogram of the gradient image. The significant valleys in the histogram are selected as the intermediate thresholds. Thus a threshold value in CDF is a limit covering the certain percentage of image pixels. Figure 5 depicts the CDF, where gradient values are quantized into 8 gray-levels. The lowest level, 0, represents a pixel of smooth region and the highest level, 7, represents the most prominent pixels to a part of an edge segment. Quantization helps to reduce the effect of noise and provides less priority to weak edges while keeping the prominent edge information. The accumulation array is normalized to generate a gradient image having impact of all the training images. The procedure is accomplished with extraction of reference edges by applying Canny edge extraction algorithm. After extracting the background edge list, average location variation of each candidate background segment from the corresponding segment in different frames of background are computed. This feature reflects the flexibility of background edge segments, which is used in matching (different level of flexibilities for different edge segments). Figure 6 illustrates the proposed reference initialization process. Figure 6 (a) and 6(f) represent six intermediate images of a video sequence containing moving objects. Using 10 for l and 8 for δ max , the proposed method generates the background shown in Figure 6 (g). It is noted that a very few number of scattered moving pixels are also detected as background due to lack of motion in those pixels. These pixels are depicted in Figure 6 (h). However, as we utilize a set of such images for reference initialization, these noise pixels do not have any significant impact on the initial reference edge. Figure 6 (i) depicts the resultant initial reference edges.
Detection of moving object
Moving object is detected based on segment information stored in edge list. It is more robust and relieves the burden To deal with minor camera movement, we align the current edge list with background by translation before the matching between reference and current lists. Translation is easily performed on current edge list by simply adding the required disparity (x distance and y distance) to the coordinates of the edge pixels in the list. So, translation is performed very fast as we do not access all the pixels of current image. First, NR value for the current edge list is obtained without translation. Then, the list is translated to eight neighboring direction by one pixel. Current image is considered to be well aligned with background if all these translations result in higher NR value than that is obtained without translation. Otherwise, the translation that results in lowest NR value is selected and similar process is applied for further translation. In this step, only three possible translations are available as rests of the neighbors are already checked. Thus translation is continued to allowed maximum disparity, λ.
The proposed matching scheme is very fast and suitable for real time object detection. The distance transformation is done by simply two passes. During matching we need not to access all the pixels in the image or distance vector, rather we need to accumulate the corresponding edge points in D. Alignment of current edge list is also performed very fast as we need not to access image pixels. This reduction is achieved as we represent boundaries as segments. 
Reference update
As described briefly in Section 3.1, the proposed method maintains two lists to incorporate dynamic background. Moving edge list is constructed by comprising the edge segments of moving objects detected in current frame. Temporary reference edge list is constructed by including the edge segments from moving edge list. If a moving edge is found in next frame at same position, the weight of that segment is incremented else it is decremented. If weight of any edge segment of the moving edge list exceeds T M , it is moved to the temporary reference edge list. An edge segment is dropped from the moving edge list if the weight of the segment reaches zero. In similar fashion, if a temporary reference edge is not found in current frame, the weight of the edge is decreased and is removed from the list if the weight reaches zero. Figure 7 illustrates the update in moving edge list and temporary reference edge list based on the associated weight value, where values of T M and T R are set to 16 and 32, respectively. Frame number 77 depicts a scenario where an edge segment is dropped from the temporary reference edge list whereas frames 78 and 106 show the registration of two edge segments into the list.
Moving object segmentation
Moving object segmentation is performed from the detected moving edges utilizing watershed algorithm [28] , followed by background segment removal. In this method ROI is obtained from the rectangle containing moving edges. Watershed algorithm is applied on the ROI of current image rather than the whole image. We solved the over segmentation of problem by generating marker from edge segment which eventually reduces the background segment removal time [29] . Water is dropped from each of the moving edges along both sides. Among all the neighboring pixels of each region water falls to the pixels which has lower gradient value. Water dropping is continued till it reaches point/points from where 8 EURASIP Journal on Advances in Signal Processing it cannot flow anymore. At this points water filling is done up to a certain level (depth value) and routes are tracked. Markers are extracted from those points where water can reside stable even after reaching the depth value. Then a region merging procedure [30] is applied for segmenting the ROI. An iterative approach is taken to remove the background segments. Removal process starts with the segments adjacent to the boundary. To make a decision about a segment whether it is part of background or foreground, we utilize two properties. The first property used is the gradient value of the corresponding boundary points of the segment in ROI gradient image, G ROI . G ROI is obtained by subtracting accumulated gradient value in ROI from the corresponding gradient value in current frame. In G ROI , boundary pixels of segments of the background region contain low gradient values as both current frame and accumulated backgrounds contain high gradient in this position, which cancel each other out. The boundary pixels of the segments inside the moving object contain high gradient values as respective positions in the reference and current frame have opposite level of gradient values. The second property used in background segment removal is edges that are detected as moving edges. It protects removal of moving segment inside the moving edges. The background segment removal procedure is configured as follows. The value of T P effects on the result of segmentation. A high value for T P may mark some foreground segments as background, where a low value may classify some background segment as foreground. In our experiment the value of T P is set to 75, empirically. (iv) All the segments marked as background are removed.
L OB is updated by removing the portion common to the boundary of the removed background segment and including the rest of the boundary of removed segment. (v) Stop the process and constitute moving object from remaining segments if L OB is not updated any more in step (iv). Repeat step (ii) to step (iv) for all the segments in updated L CS . Figure 8 illustrates the steps of the proposed segmentation method. Figure 8(a) shows the moving edges within the ROI, detected by the proposed method. Corresponding current image is shown in Figure 8(b) . Watershed of ROI of current image is shown in Figure 8(c) . G ROI is shown in Figure 8(d) , which reflects that gradient value on background region is low. The shaded segments in Figure 8 (e) are selected for L CS in the first iteration. At this stage L OB is the outer boundary of ROI. The segments belonging to white region are marked as background and thus removed at the end of first iteration, depicted in Figure 8(f) . L OB is updated with the outer boundary of the shaded region in Figure 8(f) . Figure 8(g) shows the segments selected in L CS in the second iteration. It is to be noted that the segments marked as foreground in the first iteration are not included in L CS in this step. Result obtained in the second iteration is shown in Figure 8(h) . Similarly, Figures 8(i) and 8(j) show the segments in L CS and the result obtained in the final iteration, respectively. From the result, it can be noticed that watershed algorithm is effective to extract the complete and more accurate boundary of moving object using detected moving edges and gradient information.
RESULTS AND ANALYSIS
We applied the proposed method on images of size 640 × 520 that were captured from a corridor and an outdoor parking lot with various changes in constituents and illumination, using a digital video camcorder. We used a system which includes processor of Intel Pentium IV, RAM of 512 MB. Visual C++ 6.0 and MTES [24] , an image processing algorithm development tool, were used as environment for implementation. The above system processes 5 frames per second (fps). Figure 9 reflects moving object detection by the proposed method. This experiment is conducted on the video sequence used in the illustration of background initialization step in Figure 6 . Thus the initial reference edge list depicted in Figure 6 (i) is used in this experiment as well. Figure 9 (a) shows arrival of a car at frame 205. The car is detected with respect to initial reference edge list where detected moving edges are shown in Figure 9 (b). Figure 9(c) shows the segmented moving object. Figure 9(d) represents the frame 290 where car is moved to a different position. The edge image of detected moving object and segmented moving region are shown in Figures 9(e) and 9(f), respectively. The car is parked at this stage for long period of time. At frame 322 the edge segments of car are registered to the temporary reference list as dynamic background and the updated reference edge list is shown in Figure 9 (g). Some pedestrians are found in frame 419, shown in Figure 9 (h). Figures 9(i) and 9(j) show the detected moving edges and segmented moving objects, respectively. Figures 9(k) and 9(m) illustrate the results for frame number 435. For frames 419 and 435, updated reference edge list is used which eliminates the edges of car. So, dynamic background facilitates to eliminate constituents of temporary background. In many algorithms, a particularly critical situation occurs whenever moving objects are stopped for a long time and become part of the background. When these objects start again, a ghost is detected in the area where they were stopped [25] . To handle dynamic background, most of the methods leave holes which create ghosts during the departure of moving object (temporary background), thus lead to generate false alarm [26] . However, as we do not update the initial reference edge list, but rather update only temporary reference edge list, the proposed method easily avoid the ghost effect. A significant amount of computational cost is also saved through static initial reference list. D is generated only once from initial reference and is used in further matching to eliminate the background edges. Figure 9 (n) shows frame 470, where Figure 9 (o) illustrates the ghost effect. The moving object segmented by the proposed method is given in Figure 9 (p). Figure 10 illustrates reference initialization and detection of moving object in a busy road having complex background. Figures 10(a)-10(d) show four samples of frames used for background initialization. Using previously mentioned values for l and δ max (10 and 8, resp.), the proposed method for background initialization successfully generates the background, shown in Figure 10 (e). Due to the slight movement of camera and cluttered scene, few numbers of pixels did not obtain appropriate gray values. However, as we utilize a set of images for reference initialization, these noisy pixels do not have significant impact on the initial reference edge. Figure 10 (f) depicts the resultant initial reference edges. Figure 10(g) shows the frame to detect moving object. Figure 10 (h) displays the detected moving edges, and corresponding moving objects are shown in Figure 10 (i). Figure 11 shows that the proposed method is robust against slight movement of camera. Figure 11 Figure 11 (e) is the frame number 537 having similar movement of frame 535, manually adopted to illustrate different characteristic of the method proposed by Dailey et al. [10] . To demonstrate the robustness of the proposed method in camera movement, we compared it with the method proposed by Dailey et al. [10] and Kim and Hwang [8] . As mentioned in Section 2, to detect moving edge segment of I n , Dailey et al. utilize I n−1 and I n+1 . Figure 11(f) shows the result, obtained by the method proposed by Dailey et al. It is noticeable that many background edge pixels are detected as foreground edge pixels. Due to camera movement, background edge pixels of one frame cannot cancel out that of other frame. The result is even worse when previous (11.b) and next (11.e) frame has similar movement with respect to current frame. In this case, AND operation induces most of the background pixels in the detection result. This result is shown in Figure 11 (g). The result obtained by the method proposed by Kim et al. is shown in Figure 11 (h).
Here T still and T change are set to 3. Due to camera movement, background edge pixels cannot cancel out the background edge pixels in current image. Thus difference image edge map contains some background pixels, which mainly causes the false detection in spite of using flexible matching. Our method overcomes this problem as we align current frame with the reference and apply flexible matching between edge segments. The result obtained by the proposed method is shown in Figure 11 (i). λ is set to 3 in this experiment. The proposed method is robust against the change in illumination in a limited scale. Figures 12(a)-12(f) illustrate some results of a separate experiment in indoor environment with illumination change. Figures 12(a) and 12(b) show the background and current frame, respectively, with different illuminations. Figure 12(c) shows the histogram of the difference image. It is easily noticeable that there is no significant valley at the higher gray level region to detect the small moving object. However, for single thresholding, threshold value exists at the valley of the two peaks (bimodal), or at the bottom rim of a single peak (unimodal) [27] . So, image differencing approaches followed by adaptive thresholding methods are not suitable for this situation. Figure 12(d) shows the result that is obtained by the method proposed in [8] . The difference image between background and current frame causes most of the noise pixels as background is not updated. It is to be mentioned that the most recent frame (977) that is used for this method is of similar illumination. The proposed accumulation method for generating reference edge, and robust method of maintaining dynamic background adapt with these variations. Moving edges obtained by the proposed method is shown in Figure 12 (e). Figure 12 (f) shows the segmented moving object by the proposed method. Segmentation result for [8] is not included here as segmentation from moving edges to moving object is not presented in that paper. Figures 12(g)-12 (i) show the performance of the proposed method in outdoor environment with illumination change. Figure 12 (g) shows a sample of the background frame in bright state at noonused in reference initialization. Figure 12 (h) shows current frame in dark state at afternoon. It is to be noted that there is significant difference in illumination between these two frames. The proposed method can successfully detect moving object in this situation. The result of the detected moving object is shown in Figure 12 (i). by horizontal and vertical scanning followed by morphological operation. Figures 13(a) and 13(b) illustrate the background and current frame of a video sequence. Figure 13 (c) shows the detected moving edges by the method of Kim et al.
Since extracted result has almost complete boundary of moving object regions, Kim-Hwang's VOP extraction method with the help of morphological closing extracts moving object region effectively. A 9 × 9 structuring element for morphological closing is utilized here. In such situation, our proposed method also works well to extract moving object regions. Results reflecting detected moving edges and segmented moving object by the proposed method are shown in Figures 13(e) and 13(f), respectively. However, due to the presence of low contrast between foreground and background in the scene or in presence of illumination variation, moving edge detection result may be degraded. Figures 13(g) and 13(h) show the background and current frame of another experiment where some portion of foreground and its neighboring background have almost similar gray scale values and hence, low contrast persists. In this case, both methods failed to detect complete boundary of moving objects. Moving edge detection result using methods of Kim et al. and the proposed one are shown in Figures 13(i) and 13(k), respectively. In this case, Kim-Hwang's VOP extraction method fails to extract the moving object regions properly. Segmentation result using Kim-Hwang's VOP extraction method is shown in Figure 13 (j). Their method is largely dependent on the detected moving edges as well as the size of the structuring element. Figure 13 (l) illustrates the moving object segmentation result obtained by the proposed method. Since, we have utilized watershed algorithm with the gradient information G ROI instead of relying only on detected edge information, our proposed method segment out the moving object regions more accurately even in the presence of such challenging situation. Table 1 shows the relative error rates in among three methods discussed in this paper. Here, τ, T M , T R , T still , and T change are set to 3, 16, 32, 3, and 3, respectively. Errors are classified as false positive error (FPE) and false negative error (FNE). FPE is the percentage of error due to detecting moving object in spite of no moving object exists in the scene. Similarly FNE is defined by the percentage of missing while moving object exists. However, indoor environment is more challenging than the outdoor in the case of moving object detection. This is due to the illumination effect, which causes more variations in indoor scene. The proposed system generates more FPE than FNE. FPE occurs when comparatively large variation of illumination and reflection take place suddenly. The method proposed by Kim et al. also shows higher FPE than FNE. On the other hand, FNE is higher in the case of Dailey et al. This method misses detection of moving object when object moves very slowly. The rest two methods do not suffer from this problem. Reduced error rate is recorded in experiment 2 due to the comparatively modest variations in environment during this experiment. However, overall error rate of the proposed method is less than 1%, which is acceptable considering the dynamism of real environment. Speed of the proposed method is reasonable as it processes 5 fps as compared to 
CONCLUSIONS
The proposed system presents the effectiveness of the edge segment-based moving object segmentation method for automated video surveillance. The shape information of segmented moving object can support the coding of video sequences to allow separate and flexible reconstruction and manipulation at the decoder. Our goal is to design a dynamic detection method that will be also robust in the case of moving object tracking and classifications. We designed edge class and matching procedure considering this goal. This paper illustrates the detection and segmentation parts of the proposed method, which proves its effectiveness by reducing the risk of false alarm due to noise, change of illumination, and contents of background while showing high sensitivity to the intruder. Numerous test results on real scenes and comparisons with some existing approaches justify the suitability of the proposed edge segment-based method for automated video surveillance. It also opens a new door to many related research issues including segment-based tracking and motion analysis. We are currently pursuing tracking and classification of the detected moving objects.
